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Oracle Value Chain Planning
Demand Signal Repository

To stay competitive, manufacturers must leverage retail channel insights
better than ever before. Oracle® Demand Signal Repository collects,
harmonizes and interprets retail and distributor channel data, helping
companies improve the execution of promotions and new product
introductions while reducing out-of-stocks at the store shelf. The result is a
more demand-driven enterprise with richer demand plans, more accurate
retail execution, and a more streamlined IT environment.

KEY FEATURES

Leverage downstream data to enable profitable growth while
reducing it complexity and cost

•

Dedicated application to capture and
manage large volumes of external
demand data

•

Proven, scalable retail data model

records and third-party syndicated consumption data to understand consumer demand.

•

Robust library of facts, measures and
attributes

However, today many leading retailers share store-level point of sale (POS), inventory

•

Automated exception alerts to out-ofstocks, promotion compliance and
other operational issues

can greatly enhance insight into shopper behavior and store operations, but their

•

Pre-built category management
dashboards and reporting

•

Pre-built manufacturer promotion
dashboard to analyze in-flight
promotion effectiveness

•

Pre-built scorecard dashboards
based on GS1 Trading Partner
Performance Management standards

•

Ad hoc query and analysis
capabilities for users to create their
own reports and dashboards

•

Pre-built integration of cleansed,
harmonized data to Oracle Demantra

•

Standards-based integration of
cleansed, harmonized data to other
enterprise applications

Companies that sell consumer products have historically relied on their own shipment

and other retail demand signals directly with their suppliers. These new data sources
diversity and volume make them difficult to manage and interpret. Oracle Demand
Signal Repository combines the strengths of Oracle’s database, BI and retail application
technologies to deliver the first enterprise-class solution for leveraging downstream
demand data. It offers the scalability, extensibility and performance today’s leading
consumer goods and high technology consumer products companies require to serve
global customers. By shifting the focus from finding common ground to pursuing joint
value creation, Oracle Demand Signal Repository can improve retailer, manufacturer
(OEM)/supplier relationships.

KEY BENEFITS

•

Improve demand insights

•

Reduce stock-outs

•

Improve sell-through

•

Improve promotion effectiveness

Figure 1: Oracle Demand Signal Repository – Category Management Dashboard
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Capture and manage large volumes of disparate external data
The foundation of the Demand Signal Repository is based on an extensible, retailoriented data model, adapted to manufacturer requirements. It captures and manages
retail point of sale, inventory, receipts, shipments, promotions and other key data at the
day, store/shelf, and SKU level. Oracle Demand Signal Repository tracks hundreds of
measures and attributes that can be used to analyze individual items, retailers, stores,
demographic groups and clusters. In addition, it can maintain a unique set of item,
geographic, organizational and calendar hierarchies for each individual retailer or
wholesale distributor. This enables Oracle Demand Signal Repository to transform data
from external sources that can be analyzed and reported in the manufacturer’s or
individual retailer’s hierarchy and calendar. If competitor data is available, the
application enables a manufacturer to capture and analyze this in the context of the
manufacturer’s own data.

Analyze and take action based on real-time insights
Oracle Demand Signal Repository includes the best-in-class analytical capabilities of
Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) to help business users develop
and act on demand data insights. This includes the ability to personalize the analysis as
well as automatically output the analysis to Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint for
executive briefings. Using Oracle Demand Signal Repository, companies can get a
near real time picture of retail store level sales and inventory management trends and
can identify potential problems as well as areas of opportunity.

Flexible analysis and alerting
All parts of the organization can take advantage of Oracle Demand Signal Repository by
choosing the dashboards, measures, data granularity, and hierarchies that best address
their needs. In addition, Oracle Demand Signal Repository provides targeted alerts to
enable exception-based processes and workflow. For example, key account team
members can receive alerts when sales performance of a new product in a specific
territory drops below weekly or even daily targets. Alerts can be set-up to notify
stakeholders via their preferred medium – text message, PDF report, or spreadsheet.
Exceptions can also trigger applications to take automated actions.

Pre-built dashboards and reports to start quickly
Oracle Demand Signal Repository includes a set of pre-packaged reports and
dashboards designed to support category management, promotion analysis, and trading
partner scorecard capabilities that accelerate time to value. The category management
dashboard enables category and brand managers to investigate performance trends
and establish a sound category performance plan. They offer category coverage,
category penetration, and retail financial analysis.
Oracle Demand Signal Repository also includes a manufacturer promotion dashboard to
analyze in-flight promotions by promotion type. It detects deviations in expected
performance and identifies inventory or promotion compliance issues to improve the
overall execution of promotions and new product introductions.
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To monitor the health of trading relationships, the Oracle Demand Signal Repository
scorecard dashboard displays the progress of key operational and financial KPIs within
a trading partner relationship on a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis. Users can drill
down to investigate trends and identify areas for further investigation. Oracle Demand
Signal Repository provides true ad hoc query and reporting capabilities to enable
creation of individual analyses. Even casual users can create and customize reports
through a logical view of the complete library of available measures, facts, attributes and
hierarchies, expressed in user-friendly terms and accessed via a simple user interface.

Figure 2: Pre-built scorecard dashboard

Integrate clean and harmonized demand data
Oracle Demand Signal Repository provides clean, harmonized demand and inventory
data to complementary applications like demand planning, trade promotion analysis and
optimization, sales and operations planning, retail execution, and product lifecycle
management. The web services-based approach enables Oracle Demand Signal
Repository to support systemic operational improvements in a wide variety of functional
areas through integration with other applications – even in highly heterogeneous
application environments.
Pre-built integration with the Oracle Demantra solution enables you to leverage best-inclass functionality for demand management and shaping. The wide variety of external
data can be used to more accurately predict demand for products and shape demand
through the right mix of promotions, while enhancing sales and operations planning to
meet operating constraints and budgets.
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RELATED PRODUCTS

•

•

•

Oracle® Demantra Demand
Management: Generate forecast from
point-of-sales data

Consumer goods and high tech consumer product companies are aggressively
competing to convert increasingly large, complex, and disparate sets of downstream

Oracle® Demantra Advanced
Forecasting and Demand Modeling:
Incorporate causal events into your
forecasting

data into insights that enable improved decision making and execution across the

Oracle® Demantra Predictive Trade
Planning: Manage your trade
promotions

Management solution from a single vendor. You can deploy Oracle Demand Signal

•

Oracle® Demantra Trade Promotion
Optimization: Optimize the effectiveness
and profitability of your trade promotions

•

Oracle® Demantra Real-Time Sales
and Operations Planning: Incorporate
point of sale data and sell-through
forecast in your sales and operations
planning process.

•

Summary

Oracle® Retail Merchandising System:
Connect retail operations and your
value chain

enterprise. Only Oracle can offer the database, data cleansing, BI, application and
hardware technologies needed to deliver a complete scalable Demand Signal
Repository stand-alone or integrated with other Value Chain Planning applications when
deploying related products

VALUE CHAIN PLANNING — A COMPLETE SOLUTION
Oracle’s Value Chain Planning solution enables companies to efficiently design,
plan, and service their value chains from factory to shelf. Its componentized
architecture enables you to start with any product and expand to other areas at any
point in time. The Oracle Value Chain Planning architecture leverages the
scalability and security of Oracle’s Database and Fusion Middleware technology
and can be deployed as a single instance with Oracle E-Business Suite, or
integrated with other systems. Whether you implement one module or the entire
product solution, Oracle Value Chain Planning enables you to share unified supply
chain planning information across the enterprise so you can make informed
decisions faster.

CONTACT US

For more information about Oracle Demand Signal Repository, visit oracle.com or call +1.800.ORACLE1
to speak to an Oracle representative.

CONNECT WITH US

blogs.oracle.com/oracle
facebook.com/oracle
twitter.com/oracle
oracle.com
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